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1. INTRODUCTION

I This study on "Follow up on African/European Union relations with special emphasis
on North African proposed Free Trade Area" assesses the recent Euro-Mediterranean
partnership and its implications for trade and development for the countries of the North
African subregion. This new Euro-Mediterranean partnership has arisen in an era when the
global economic and political system is undergoing significant changes, especially in the
formation of trading and economic blocs geared towards consolidatingiemtoriai coherence
and economic power in their respective economic, political and trading.spaces^ ^flt this
context, with respect to the European Union (EU), it is obvious that consolidating relations
not only within the bloc, but also with its immediate Mediterranean neighbours, in particular
those of the Maghreb, is necessary because of strategic interests.

2. The Norm African countries of Algeria, Egypt, Morocco and Tunisia form the
southern flank ofthe Mediterranean group of countries that have mcreasmgly attracted great
trade and economic interests for neig|ir>ouriiigEui^,especMymthewakeoftheEU. The
most recentimpulse of this interest was the establishment of a more comprehensive and far-
reaching agreement of cooperation and development betweenthe EU and the countries ofthe
Mediterranean region of which the Maghreb countries constitute an important part; This
multilateral Mediterranean agreementcalledthe "Euro-Mediternmean ParmersMp"wassigned
during the inter-immsterial conference which took place in Barcelona from 27~to 28
November 1995. Also called the "Barcelona Agreement" ft reinforces previous gfobal
Mediterranean policies implying the treatment of the Mediterranean region as a whole and
addresses not only trade with the objective of establishmgafreetradezonebymeyear2010,

but also economic, fwanr***, political, security and social questions.

3. From a historical perspective, it should be recalled that me EUre

Africa has evolved over the years from the first bilateral trade agreements signed with
Morocco, Libya and Tunisia in 1969, into a Global Mediterranean Policy (GMP) iff 1976,
a Renovated Mediterranean Policy (RMP) in 1990 andihe current Barcelona Agreement in
1995. Each successive agreement has tried to reflect mipiOTementeintennsofasliiftftom
a bilateral perspective to a regional one that is not drcuniscribed onlyto trade issues, but also
addresses other important sectors as indicated previously. These successive acconkcfearfy
showed a concern by EU to fashion out a new paradigm of-cooperationsw^Mts

Mediterranean neighbours, in particular, the North African cc^intries with whonrit had a
historical coiciiialrelationsmp; This wasparticularly importantbecauseT^evious agreements
were not successful in resolving the burgeoning socio-economic difficofties ofthfciegion.
The EU has a great interest in devising a best way to achieve results. The jiewjairo-
Mediterranean Partnership is conceived to be the right ar^mMchmtur^gthe Medherranean

zone into an area of dialogue, exchange and cooperation guaranteeing peace, stabilfljrand
prosperity. To mis end, mis new partnership is designed to contribute in-strengthemng
democracy and respect for human rights, sustainable and balanced-eomomic:^^odal
devetormient, promotmg greater undei^tanding between cultures and *"""*"

4. In turn, the North African countries appear willing to embrace a closer and ajnare
comprehensive relationship with the EU as a means of enhancing their sorio-economk
survivaL For one thing, the EU constitutes for the subregion a jnajor and~a^significan
market for its products. Exports of North African countries to the^EU.imrket tccamfibr

40 f hi td Frth th EU has been the mampartneraMtjn
market for its products. Exports of North African countries to theEU.im
over 40 percentoftheir trade. Furthermore, the EU has been the mampartneraMtjnppfar

Indeed, me attainment (tf privileged relation
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the North African countries.

5. Given the limited previous agreements which will be elaborated later in the paper, the
new partnership agreement undoubtedly raises a number of questions for the North African
partners. These include: the degree to which their aspirations of achieving greater social and
economic development are likely to be realized; the extent to which their trade sector would
benefit especially in terms of whether the new partnership would result in increased
diversification of their exports and afford them greater market access and aMmMtitiyenessitt
EU countries; the extent to which financial flows and greater investments can be attracted m
me subregion to help develop physical and other infrastructures.

6. The paper explores these issues and the implications of this new partnership for the
regional integration prospects ofthe North African countries themselves, inparticular through

the existing Arab Maghreb Union (UMA).

tt. SCOPE AND OBJECTIVES OF THE NEW EURO-MEDITERRANEAN

PARTNERSHIP

7. The Barcelona Declaration is based on the spirit of partnership with dueregard to the
characteristics, values and peculiarities of the participants. Unlike EU cooperation wim
other developing countries like in the case of the ACP Group ofcountries in the context of
the Lome IV Convention, the Barcelona Declaration has a unique feature in mat itis anchored j
on the princqrie of "recqjrority* by the member States. Each amntrjriralso individually ■]
negotiating its own terms with the EU within the context of the framework. j

(i) Scope

8. The scope of the cooperation as outlined in the Declaration is broad, covering three }

priority areas, namely: - \

(a) Political and security: intended to define a common area of peace and stability |
based on democracy, rule of law, respect for human rights and fundamental I
freedoms. - • > — . 4

(b) Economic and financial cooperation:designed to create an area of shared |
prosperity by promoting sustainable socio-economic development, improvingthe

living conditions of the population, progressively establishing a free trade zone
and substantially increasing EU's financial assistance to the participating

countries. *' „ * .>*--. \

(c) Sodo^ulhiral andhuman dimensions wm\* \
and promote understanding among cultures through exchanges between civil
societies.

9. Thus, the Declaration is designed as a long-term process that,will consist ofgradual

and phased actions towards the achievement of the set objectives.
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(ii) Objectives

10. In each of the main areas of cooperation the objectives are clearly stated to be
achieved in the long-run together within the framework ofa comprehensive workprogramme.
In the economic cooperation dimension which is the main focus ofthis paper, the overriding

goal is to create a free trade area. To achieve this, concerted actions in various aspects of
economic cooperation have been identified including the following:

(a) Elimination of obstacles to investment in order to foster the transfer of
technology and promote increased productivity;

(b) Support for regional cooperation with a view to promoting trade among

partners;

(c) Cooperation in industrial modernization, in particular in the promotion ofsmall
and medium scale enterprises(SMEs);

(d) Measures to reconcile environmental protection with economic development.

11. Other objectives include promoting women in development and cooperation in the
fields of agriculture, transport, energy, telecommunication and information technologies,

water supplies and fishing.

12. In support of the activities towards achieving a free..trade

approved a financial aid package for 1995-96 amounting to ECU 4.685 billion;^ Tnis is to
be supplemented by European Investment Bank (EIB) loans amounting to ECU5 billion, as

well as through bilateral financial contributions.

13. The scope of the EU/Mediterranean partnership framework and the proposed time

frame for achieving a free trade zone is global, covering a wide and diversified regjocL The
test of its success will depend on the extent to which it can promote regional integration and
development so that the participating North African a>untries acquire m ^ 1^

competitiveness vis-a-vis the more developed EtTspac^^
in such away as to provokerand encourage each country to strive to become t»mpetitive

within the multilateral framework. In this regard, the North African countries have to

seriously work out a strategy of how to maximize their benefits from the process. Each

country would have to work towards achieving competitiveness so that it can benefit from the
free trade zone once it is in place. The North African countries have to, at the same time,
continue to pursue their strategy of regional integration in the context ofUMA in order to
strengthen their economic and political leverage vis-a-vis their European partners.

HI. THE EVOLUTION OF ECONOMIC RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE EU

AND NORTH AFRICAN COUNTRIES.

(i) Background

r' '* '■£ '

14. It is pertinent at misjunctureto explorehow EU-North African rdations&aveeyptved - -v .,
ovCTthepastfwyearcmicnnsofthcn^^ '

to develop within the context ofthe new multilateraLparmersh^ femeworKr -_•* ""' J* " ■ \
•i ~ "s1-1-
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15. As noted earlier, attempts to establish relationship between the EU and North Africa
in the 1960s were concentrated on bilateral agreements. At the time, the Mediterranean
region included such countries as Greece, Portugal and Spain which had not yet acceded to
the membership of the EU, but are now members. With the enactment of Article 238 under
the Treaty of Rome, the EU extended to its former colonies what some authors have
described as the "associationism" concept1. The scope of associatiomsm became extensively
used by the Community to deal with the Mediterranean countries as the article allowed for
Europe to enter into relationships with individual countries or groups of countries.* ;Many
former colonies and territories including those in North Afiica negotiated special trade
arrangements with the EU. Examples of associationism can be seen in the bflateral
agreements made between EU and Tunisia on the one hand and Morocco on the otherboth
in 1969. Algeria which had already committed itself earlier to bilateral agreements with
France and Germany was not able to negotiate anodier trade agreement. These agreements
incorporated limited preferential trade benefits to the two Magjireb countries. Threadier
phase of associationism took on a hierarcfaial form. Thus while the Maghreb countnes were
afforded special association in the form oftrade benefits, they did not receive significant aid,
whereas their other African counterparts under the Yaounde agreement received both.

16. During the 1970s, a new phase of European Mediterranean policy set in. The
piecemeal approach represented by the bilateral agreements that had so far been employed
proved to be unsatisfactory to both parties. Besides, there was a renewed keenness to
formulate a new agreement due to the importance the region was increasingly assuming not
only as producers of a strategic commodity such as petroleum, but also as a key
Mediterranean route.

17. The Organization of Arab Petroleum Exporting Countries (OAFEC) oil embargo mat
occurred between 1973-74 further stressed the need of the Community to establish a clear
relationship with their southern neighbours. They started to seriously thmk of the global
Mediterranean policy that had been announced in 1972 by the Paris Summit of the
Community. Thus in 1972, me strategy for global approach and policy towards fee
Mediterranean countries was initiated. The new cooperation was to be more comprehensive
than the previous arrangement, going beyond trade to include social and financial aspects.

18. The strategy to formulate a global approach towards die Medtaranean region was to

be based on the premise of the area's geographical proximity and similarity of climatic and
ecological conditions to Europe. The Commission had been grveaihe task ofdrawmg^ut

the plan for the global policy whiefrwas subsequently completed. I

19. However, after three years ofintense g g^
termed as an "overall"1 cooperation agreement with Tunisia, Morocco and Algeria, i This
was very much similar to the bilateral agreements ofearlier periocteas opposed tothe^obal
approach which would have covered a wider geographical«^^^SHmlar agreementSTrert

concluded with Egypt and other Mediterranean countries in 1977. The reason for the less

1 The notion of extending associationism to the - European

community's former colonies and territories was.r forx;mutual
economic and political benefits. To try-and preseinrejLthe

influence of -the metropole J^ifi^i^S- > '""^bSBA^^

2 overall refer-to content of these ao^e«Bents3s-opppfi_^^
earlier ones that dealt only with trade. - W^^:-^ :'^S??^. «
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than optimum outcome was attributed to both sides. The EU after protracted negotiations
changed their original focus to a more cautious approach. The Southern Mediterranean
countries, on the other hand, were pressing for increased recognition having felt a renewed
confidence from "commodity" power. In the end, the agreements that were concluded turned
out to be similar to the existing arrangements.

20. The agreements offered privileges that were even lower than those established under
the Lome Conventions. External and internal factors were also responsible. li^-EU's
enlargement in 1975 and the extension oftheYaounde framework to formerBritish territories
together with the pending membership of Greece to the Community were among the other
factors. At the time, the countries of the Community were also engulfed by a deep economic

recession.

(ii) Constraints with the implementation of the Bilateral Agreements

21. Previous bilateral arrangements concluded between the Maghreb countries and me EU
in the 1970s were largely similar and include the following concessions:

(a) Trade provisions allowing free entry of almost all industrial
products except those labelled sensitive e.g. cork and cork
products, refined petroleum products.

(b) Agricultural products not covered by the Common Agricultural
Policy (CAP) were also given unrestricted entry intoitheiEU.

Many ofmose ofimportanceto the Maghreb countriescweredby
the CAP included meats, fish, prepared fish, vegetables; fresh

fruits, fruit juices, wine and olive oil. These were subjected to

tariff preferences, import calendars, reference prices, quota

restrictions or export and import taxes before shipment.

(c) A definition of the originating product and for the purpose of qualifying under

this rule, Maghreb countries were considered as one region.

(d) Technical cooperation and a financial aid package

22. Experience in implementing the bilateral agreements highlighted a number of '
problems. Notwithstanding the generous commercial concessions by the EU to the
Mediterranean countries particularly in industrial products, actual experiencerevealed that the
policy was less than satisfactorily implemented as many clauses were not being rigorously
observed9. Quantitative restrictions were still being imposed on textiles and ctothmg products
from Egypt, Tunisia and Morocco, while restricted access of agricultural projductsirom the :
region remained a problem far the North African countries. Son^restrictums'to^£U ' 3
market remained as most products produced by die Maghreb countries were In. direct
competition wim those from Ranee and Italy. Wim the enlargement of flieEU in me 19^ *
to include Greece, Portugal and Spain, the Community's interiorizatkm ofsupplyof certain
agricultural products such as olive oil, wine, fresh vegetables, citrus frmtsand othetfresh
fruits from these new members was boosted and this tended to redirect* targe puttffxfe

Grill, The European Community and
/ footnoted _
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in these products to the detriment of exchanges with other regions. Thus, Morocco and
Tunisia, as exporters of similar agricultural products, found themselves in direct competition
with the EU members of Spain and Portugal, while with respect to textiles and clothing,
Egyptian products competed with those from Portugal.

23. Under the CAP framework, the tactical price entry system and the related taxation
mechanism which sought to protect EU's agricultural commodities from lower agricultoal
prices from third countries was also not conducive to allow agricuftoral firoducts from otter
areas including North Africa to easily compete in the EU markets in terms of lower prices.

IV. NORTH AFRICA/EU PROPOSED FREE TRADE AREA

(i) Key elements

24. The latest move by the EU towards reviving the interest in global policy approach vis
a-vis the Mediterranean region in general and the four North African countries in particular
intended to lead to a free trade area, should not be seen as a surprl»^|^)aT^bflt;tt&iact

d i i l t i 1976 t
intended to lead to a free trade area, should not be seen as a surp»|^^
that the interest has remained since its last attempt in 1976, the current one is basically one
of the numerous initiatives that have emerged during the 1990s in thewake ofthe Uruguay
Roundof Multilateral Trade Negotiations. It is indeed a general trend tot started among the
nmjor industrial rwwers seekiiig to expand their internation^

has spread to developing countries including Africa. More importantly perhaps is defect
that, botfi parties, as one writer referred to, have one thing in common which is "fear"*.
Whereas in Europe there is increased ajjprenenskra oftheimminent influx ofiiiwiigiants into

the EU, in the. North African countries it is a concern of being ^CHnrbf^is-^yM^lI
market. The multidisdplinary partnership which embrace economicand finance, political
and security, and social, cultural and human affairs would encourage them to cooperate and
minimize such concerns.

25. The limited success of earlier cooperation attempts between tiie EU and the North
African couirtries should serve as a <ave#^

partnership process. A better access to EU markets may be expected.giveit.the corrent
environment of greater liberalization within the Uruguay Round which may lead to a total
dismantling of such protective restrictions as the CAP. "'-- r'• -1 * »

26. It should also be noted that in many respects die BarcekmaDedarationwth its
proposed free trade area conforms to the GATT provisions under Artide^DCVl rebtingta
regional free trade area. The coiKUtions under mis artiderffovide that ^anangemen^

cover a substantial part oftradebetween countries; the agreements masteither beconq)tetefy
involve freetrade among members r.e. groups should notfree only son»segDiit)fthe trtdey
but t^tJ^--m^n^^a^^bmea-to-all^ contractingpattiesrfFuiUjaiaore^ifie
agreemaits mustcoatam rules of^^^OT the origin

them. The proposed free trade zone has so ^i^

of 2010 set for its achievement

27. As mennoned earlier, the objective for die estabtishment ofaJKcO^
the context of the overall concept of the multilateral patnersjifc
to fostering stability and proqwfty in the area. To gauge wfaatptentialJmwrt&mfi*>

• iihA C/vmnni efc
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trade zone could have on the economies of the North African countries and to generally
evaluate what is at stake for them, it would be useful to analyze the magnitude of the existing
trade relations and the extent to which the economic policies of these countries can help foster
growth and attract investment. In this regard, the extent to which the North African countries
have to adjust to be able to compete with the European partners will have to be measured.
This analysis will have to take into consideration a number of elements mciadmg the
traditional trade flows, the various agricultural policies in place including commitments within
the GATT/WTO negotiations and trade in services.

28. The establishment of the free-trade area is envisaged to be achieved through a gradual
dismantling oftariffs and non tariffbarriers to trade in manufactured products, in accordance
with the timetable that would be negotiated between the partners, ft is observed tat the
emphasis on lifting barriers only on industrial products is not advantageous for the^countnes
whose main exports are agricultural, ft is also observed tatthe agreements explicitly avoid
any reference to removing the EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP). _:._._ ,r..,,^ -.

29. The countries in the subregion view this with both apprehension and anticipation.: <ta
the one handr they generally welcome the prospect of being closely finked with such an
expansive market which will guarantee access of their products. On the^otner they are
concerned about being marginalized in the process given their low level ofproduction base.
Countries like Morocco have been very keen to join the EU, having put in a formal request
for membership in 1987. Others like Egypt and Algeria have deliberately taken their time
with the negotiations while trying to examine their stakes in it The process of realizing a
free trade zone wtQ certainly involve putting m. place sonte^specfficss#a^ies3to:ibe
implemented inthe shortand immediate run. These obviously will haveito take into account
how measures being negotiated conform with the WTO rotes and obligations, although it
appears that such concerns have been duly recognized by the framework. Consideration will
also have to be made on how individual countries wiH be affected in the long run.

30. Another strategy by the North African partners is to negotiate various waivers to allow
time for achieving competitiveness. Given that most North African countries have infant

industries; theywill need toseefcnrore timebefore tbey

with otherpartners.:TTus is doryacknowledged inthepartne^prramew^
that the agreememwilllake into account the di^

Nevertheless a glance at North Africa's trade structure would demonstrate how far these

countries are prepared to take reciprocal trade relationships with EU.

(ii) North African Trade Relations and Export Structure vis-a-vis the EU

31. The biilkoftao^ofthe four North Afncan countries is direct The

ratio ivii£»i$n Morocco to 65% Algem:(IaMe la).
;Egypfchowever, hasonthe averageless than 50% ofits trade with the EUlay^diyersified
its export market to other countries including USA. '..-'. ,^
The general trend is that North Africa's trade has not been expanding much as tradfr-wimEU
has maintained an almost stable level. - V

32. The value of exports from these countries has been for

dominated byAlgerian exports of hydrocarbons which on '
ofthefoor Korti^ricanconntriesiradewidtdieEUJ *~
have imreased the^share of feff export trade in thehave iiicreased^ieihafe of ftearieinbrtirade in tbc BIT(Iitt^«Hj^i^
hvdnxarbonrm Algeria's trade-explains its favourable trade balance with:EgicoByaredto>
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the other three countries which mostly have negative trade balances with the EU. The North
African countries also derive most of their imports from EU markets (Table 1b). With the
exception of Egypt whose imports are less than 40% from EU, the rest maintain over 60%
of their import trade with the EU.

Table la

North African countries exports to EU

($mn)

Algeria

Egypt

Morocco

Tunisia

1990

7,401

993

2,752

2,721

1,3867

1991

8,412

1,560

2,672

2,954

1,5598

1992

8,108

1,200

2,547

3,127

1,4982

1993

6,767

2,436

2,373

3,009

1,4585

1994

6,020

2,996

3,876

3,699

1,6391"

Table 1b

Norm African countries imports from EU

r$mn)

Algeria

Egypt

Morocco

Tunisia

1990

5,892

3,619

3,732

3,866

1991

4,751

3,005

3,830

3,862

1992

5,473

3,009

3,964

4,572

1993

5,210

5,660

3,735

4,452

1994-

5,773

5,824

5,481

4,566

-

Table 1c

Share of North Africa's exports to EU

(Percentages)

Algeria ^

Egypt

Morocco

Tunisia

1990

67.17 -

38.41

60.17

76.54

1991

71.35

42.67

56.51

72.28

1992

72.8 ■*-

39.34

57.82

72.25

-

1993

*6738< ~-fSi

47.42

62.40

78:96 *

-1 C'r' .- r-

1994-

53.87

67.12*

"--;-■ :-HttM . *"'■%I*"^-
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Table Id

Share of North Africa's Total imports from EU

(Percentages)

Algeria

Egypt

Morocco

Tunisia

1990

60.87

39.27

47.29

63.16

1991

61.83

38.22

50.93

69.84

1992

63.29

36.28

49.43

70.75

1993

65.37

39.02

54.46

71..60

1994

62.49

38.0

63.90

69.49

Source: IMF Direction of Trade Statistics Year Book 1988-94, fcCA calculations.

33. The structure of exports of the North African countries though more-diversified than
many other African countries, has a number of weaknesses. ^^gena's exports are
predominantly based on hydrocarbons accounting for 90% of the total. The exports of the
other three countries are concentrated mostly in agricultural products which are considered
to be a sensitive area vis-a-vis the competition in the EU. Although an oil producer, Egypt's
exports are basically focused on cotton and textiles, and the latter commodity also features
prominently in Tunisian and Moroccan export profile in addition to fruits and vegetables.

The narrow export base limits the market potential of the countries in the vast EU market,
especially in the face of competition from similar agricultural pro^tocts^Beades, Ae
agricultural exports from the North African are similar and thereby minimizes the prospects

for intra-regional trade.

(iii) Constraints in the trade relationships with the EU

34. The major constraint lies in the relatively similar and undiversified export base ofthe
North African countries. The countries basically relying on agricultural products as meir
major exports to the EU market face a great deal of cornpetition from similar-prote«ed

products within the EU. Coupled with a very low irKhistriaiizatfon ba^
export variety on offer. Industrial products like textiles wMch are cbnadered sensitive to
most developed markets, particularly the EU, have been feeing quota restrictions. With the

liberalization policies of the Uruguay Round, there is expectation that such quota restrictions
will disappear. This, however, is expected to take time to materialize given the ten year
grace period granted to the European partners for dismantling their barriers under the Multi-

fibre Agreement(MFA).

35. Tunisia and Morocco have in the past resorted to a variety ofways to gain penetration
into the EU market raced with such restrictions as the CAP and the MFAyia^nte ofmefect
that their agreements with meEU in 1976 provided them with free-trade access to meEU
regarding their industrial products. The free access facility was even furttierconstrained by

the fact that the EU compelled these countries to negotiate some Mcrmal arrangements
limiting imports oftextiles into the EU market. This was particularly manifested ractwgfrthe
Voluntary Restraint Agreements on textiles under which exports ofslheseiproducis'were

subjected to quota restrictions as well as through the mechanism ibfxwtwardjfoegging^^^
textiles and other gc«lsfbrcc*smnptkm in me£U mattebse—"uz-*^®*^—-
French and Germart^al&Ottgh exports from ^such companies

hntwfth betteraccess terms.
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universal as they varied according to national markets as well as the type of textiles.
Restrictions for instance were more stringent on trousers and cotton fabrics than on blouses.

36. With respect to agricultural exports from North Africa, the problems have been
compounded by the EU's protectionists policies under the Common Agricultural
Policy(CAP). The list of products that has come under CAP has been expanding particularly
with the enlargement of the Community. Tunisia's olive oil exports have perastentfy come
under quota restrictions. Egypt and Morocco face difficulties to gainaccess for theirpotatoes \
as these compete with those from Cyprus. Others include citrus fruits and tomatoes which
compete with those from Portugal and Spain. These either have to be sold out of season to

benefit from preferential treatment or are subjected to the "reference prices" system. Turkey,
besides posing direct competition with North African countries ia its textile exports to EU
countries, gets more favourable preferential treatment than the four countries.

(iv) Prefects for increasing exports

37. Thestringent restrictions on the main textiles and agricultural export products do not \
appear favourable to promoting a greater prospect for North African countries trade in the
EU market The picture looks even more grim with me likelihood of the Eastern European *
countries being absorbed into the EU, as well as the prospect of similar alliances with >
countries in Asia and Latin American. Products from thenewer member states in particular >

olive oil, citrus fruits and vegetables will, thus, be in direct competition with those being -{
produced by the Maghreb countries. It has been estimated that the EU's self sufficiency j
ratio inoliveoii rose from 88 to 109 percent, in citrus fruits from 51 to 98 percent in |
tomatoes from 94 to 99 percent and in wine from 98 to 104 percent5. ; \:

38. Although the four Norm African countries have historically had different ideological ?
approaches to economic development ranging from the monarchistto socialists systems, these j

are gravitating towards market oriented policies in recent years against the dictate of me J
global trading environment. Tne countries' export structure however remains narrow and f
unprepared to compete with the more developed industrial markets. ,Tfie industrial sectors
have yet to attain the sophistication capable of withstanding competitioniJrDm;tne-more i

industrially and technologically advancedEuropean counterparts, in tin&eganMhepnjposed* ;
12 year grace period prior to the establishment of the reciprocal firee;trade;area t«ppears 1
conducive for allowing the weaker countries to make the necessaiyadjustmentsto strengthen
their economies and increase their competitiveness. To this end, the adjustmg countries

would require significant investment support.

39. Fortunately, the Norm African countries seem to have embarked on an intensive
diversification drive. Morocco which has for a long time focused on theagricctoal sector
in terms of exports is now more diversified. Phosphate produrtioniia&Jran»aiHomineirt

part of the industrial diversification landscape gives tlattl^oaflr^gm^^uaifejig
the world's reserves ofphosphates and it is the third lai'gest ^oo^icer alua^USAS^Kufflia.
Moves towards diversifying tins product into processed phosphede addami fertilto

provide a long term advantage; Morocco's fishing industry also has a potentialcompetitive
advantage within the EU market

:'^!ldOTffl^
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40. Manufactured exports from Egypt have increased in recent years particularly in the
textile industry which accounts for 24% of the country's exports. However, petroleum
products still dominate the export sector accounting for 44%. Egypt, though poised to
increase its export diversification, has to overcome a number of infrastructural impediments
including inefficient transport system, low labour productivity, poor export marketing and
poor policy environment6.

41. Achieving a free trade area will be a slow and grao^:proceffi j^wffl;entail a

number of problems to deal with. Apart from the difficulties mentionedearlieron,"'other
problems to grapple with have to do with defining and applying a favourable rule of origin.

42. The rule oforigin is usually a complex and contentious issue in the trade liberalization
agreements. A complex rule of origin can, for lack of easy comprehension, act as a barrier
precluding many potential business people from international trading activities.. A well
established trade information infrastructure and facilitation services w^appropriately trained
personnel can however play an important role in diffusing and explaining relevant information

in this reganL This is an area where the governments could provide supportin theJbrm of
training programmes.

43. It should be emphasized that a potentially positive aspect of the Euro^Mediterranean
rule of origin framework is that it allows for the cumulation of origin either bilaterally or

among the Maghreb countries. To this end, there is an opportunity for."NorthAfrican
countries to increase their option for sourcing industrial inputs.

v. _ __ _

44. The North African countries, like many other economies world wide have, in recent ■
years found themselves committed to simultaneous trade agreements of bDatcral, multilateral ■
and trilateral nature. These are all made with the objective of expanding opportunities for J
trade and investment with or without much regard to the existing comimtinents. Thus, the \
proposed free trade area for North Africa and the EU countries has implications both from |

the stand point of its compatibility with the objectives of the Abuja Treaty andabo from the
perspective ofhow it relates to the rules and obligations of the WTO. Theseare discussed as
follows: -"'- '- ' • ...'_"-< p^v .

(i) Issues under the WTO '~

45. The Euro-Mediterranean partnership framework is undoubtedly a pact between
unequaJs. The smaU countries would easily be marginalized in the process unless they rise

up to the challenges oftransfctinmg their economies. There is a possilnttty ofenforcing new
issues in orderta complement the free trade provisions and this will put moreideraands on

(a) Labour laws which wOI require the countries to strictly adhere to high labour
standards, frjeh demaiwk wnnld automatically erode away theirjcofflparative -
advantage as source of relatively cheap laboor. ,_,.

• *Trfia^Kconomist.Intelligence
J- sri



economies ofthe countries to facenp to the exigencies ofjhej
free trade area.- ' * -" ^ •- H - v> "'

-'?"\*t
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(b) Laws on environmental protection requiring limitations to pollutants, ECO
labelling etc. For countries which are net importers of technologies and with

limited human skills it might turn out to be highly costly.

(c) Investment standards will most likely penalize small and medium scale industries

which constitute the majority of industries in the North African countries. The
main considerations for the North African countries is to mount the necessary

negotiating capacities for these new issues. The framework provides a standard
package which require a high degree of perception to be able to get the
maximum benefit out of it.

(ii) The Barcelona Declaration and regional integrationin the North African

subregion

46. It is important to observe that while the fifteen countriesuof the EU generally
negotiated as a bloc in the context of the new Euro-Mediterraneanpartnership paradigm,: the
countries ofthe North Africa subregion appear to have participated and continuednegotiations
in the process on an individual basis. It appeared therefore that UMA was completely

marginalized in this multilateral partnership process, althougit one way of boosting its
members negotiating leverage would have been for them to have coordinated their efforts and
presented themselves as one solid bloc under the aegis of UMA.

47. UMA's present situation may have contributed to its marginalized role. The treaty J
il i i i i f i Fb1989 fhas not been si^rficantly operational since ity coming into force *m ,Febniai3rl989 for

apparent political reasons. In addition, UMAasanegotiatmgparmerwiththeEUmayhave

posed some difficulties given the apparent exclusion of one its members in the whole Biro^
Mediterranean partnership process.

48. IfUMA can succeed as a viable process ofintegration among thecountries constituting
it, then it is important for it to be fully supported by the Euro-Mediterranean partnership

mechanism one of whose objectives is indeed to support regional integration. To the extent

that support for regional cooperation under the new partnership efforts can he^) advance;and

consotfdate the process ofdevelornnOTt,m^

African subregion, such support should be readily fortkammg fromtheHut^ew yaitners:- "

In this regard, UMA should be encouraged and supported.. Above*!?; thesearchersolitary
solutions by each memberofUMA acting independently and in an imcoonimatedmannercan
only lead to a fruitless competition among them and undermine their own integration process.

49. For one thing, it is important forthe North African countries as well as the European

partners to realize and understand that the Euro-Mediterranean paiUieishrr*agreement^ not
conducted in such a way as wouid pose obstacles in the wayofbotMmgj^.COTpbiMttnig-Ae'■

From ail

wish to see UMA founder as a result ofthis new frameworkofcoi^a^^Tbe^Mm
a strong internal market within the UMA space can promotB^a^atKnal econonHcimter^
dependence\i among them and strengthen their relatrve-con^aratrve advantage^imd-
consequently their economic and trade relations vis-a-vis theEU.JtedeyclopraeB^i€|3MA -
as a strong integration bloc therefore seems an indi.y<awtf)fe^bptkMVfor^jbpes^
individual and collective economic development of thefcjuntri
attraction ofthesuncegioaibrEuropeans ' '—j-fi-a&«
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50. This implies also that the UMA countries should redouble theireffoits to resolve their
political differences, if any, and accelerate the implementation ofthe various conventions they
have commonly and jointly adopted and to promote concerted actions to manage the Euro-
Meditenanean partnership process, taking into account their common interestsand objectives.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

51. TheobjectivesofEuro-Mediten^

are all very nobel. They promise to provide the necessary mgredients to foster«CQriwmc
development in the region. These include ensuring political security, creating an area of
shared prosperity, partnership in social, cultural and human resources. The Declaration is
reinforced by the adoption of a concrete work programme which will translate these

objectives into reality.

52. The task ahead however is very formidable considering that the small countriesjust
emerging from thegrips of state dominated economies will have to race the EU'SaSequal
footing withinjust twelve years. EyenifEUh^
region and the FDI inflows have generally been favourable in some of the countries notably
Morocco, Tunisia and Egypt, mis should not be sufficient There are critical strategic moves
the countries need to take to be able to achieve the envisaged free trade zbnev11eseinchide,
building their negotiating capabilities and the environment to attract more investments and

striving to have a coordinating stance towards EU policies: JTy

(a) To build negotiating capabilities, countries need to provide mtensiye training
to the officials as well as the business community on how to maximize their
interests from the various deals. " " -

(b) To attract more investors in the region^ the countries would have to improve >
the tnfrastructural facilities including financial institutions, communicationsand j
physical infrastructures like transportation. Political stability is also crucial for |

boosting investment in the countries. ■

(c) Coordination is a key element for reaping the benefits of thedree-tradearea.
The individual North African countriesare put at disadvantageous position by
trying to negotiate with the more developed EU on an individual basis;: *Ihey
would be much more effective ifthey collaborate and seek a united front This
should be possible in the context of UMA.
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operators, which will have to learn the new business ofInternet connectivity (see "The Cable

Chase," June IW).

Another Internet service that runs over regular phone lines is ADSL (Asymmetric Digital

Subscriber Line; see "Enter ADSL," p. 72). It is not yet available in the United States, but the

initial specification provides connections at speeds up to 6 Mbps downstream (downloading

data) and 640 kbps upstream (uploading data).

Although availability is still far from ubiquitous, ISDN has been around since the 1970s

and is the most widely available ofthe digital-connection technologies. Major investments are

required for telephone and cable companies to install new equipment and lines to provide

ASDL, cable Internet access, and other new services to millions ofbuildings.

Cellular wireless networks and satellite delivery systems also are in operation and under

development, but their current high cost and limited bandwidth make them technologies of

the future for most users.

LOHG-HAUL

C0HHECT10MS

The backbones and major arteries ofthe Internet are run by a group of larger

network providers, often called network service providers, or NSPs. Users

connect to local ISPs via modems, ISDN adaptors, or other means, while local ISPs connect

to NSP networks like UUnet's. Alternet, IBM's Advantis, and those of companies like AGIS,

AT&T, MCI, and Sprint. Some NSPs also provide local service, although the core oftheir

business is serving ISPs.

ISPs connect to NSPs by lines leased from local telephone companies. Standard

connections are 1.54 Mbps Tl or DSI (a digital version ofTl) lines; larger providers might

have multiple Tl connections. The NSPs run their own local and national networks, in most

cases using lines leased or bought from one of four companies: AT&T, LDDS WorldCom

(formerly WilTel), MCI, and Sprint. These companies own the copper, fiber-optic, and

satellite networks across which the telephone networks and Internet backbones run.

NSP networks usually operate at Tl speeds locally, but increase to much higher speeds

for longer distances. Using protocols such as frame relay and ATM (asynchronous transfer

mode), T3 and DS3 connections run at 44.736 Mbps, and MCTs 0C3 network operates at

155.52 Mbps (more than 5,500 times as fast as a 28.8-kbps modem). By the end ofthis year,

MCI intends to increase its backbone speed to OC12 and offer connectivity between 622

Mbps and 655 Mbps.

The NSPs' networks connect to one another at a variety oflocations. Major ones include

network access points (NAPs) near New York, Chicago, and San Francisco, plus

metropolitan area exchanges (MAEs) on the East and West Coasts called MAE East and

MAE West.

Thus, through an ISP and NSP, any Internet user's computer is connected to millions of

other computers. The data finds its way from one computer to another through devices called

routers.

HEART OF

THE MET

The Internet is based on a packet switching scheme. This means that every file

sent over the Internet, from e-mail messages to the content ofWeb pages, is

broken into smaller chunks of data called packets. Each packet is labeled, including a

destination address, and routers have the job of making sure all the packets get where they

belong.

Internet routers have a straightforward task: to send the packets they receive towards

their destination, from router to router. A chain of routers, each ofwhich knows the address

ofthe other routers on the Net (thanks to constantly updated router tables), passes the

packets along to their final stop. In some cases, a router may know exactly where that
rr nnint Tn mnet rncpfi rhp rrnitwe wnr!c together, sharing*-a\n*',-,,a *u


